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Using data recorded by the CLEO II detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring, we report the
first observation of an excited charmed baryon decaying intoJ0cp
1. The state has mass difference810 0031-9007y96y77(5)y810(4)$10.00 © 1996 The American Physical Society
VOLUME 77, NUMBER 5 P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S 29 JULY 1996MsJ0cp1d 2 MsJ0cd of 174.3 6 0.5 6 1.0 MeVyc2, and a width of,3.1 MeVyc2 (90% confidence








































edRecently we reported [1] the observation of a narro
state decaying intoJ1c p
2, with a mass difference
MsJ1c p2d 2 MsJ1c d of 178.2 6 0.5 6 1.0 MeVyc2.
We believe that the most likely explanation for th
state is that it is theJP ­ 32
1 spin excitation of theJ0c.
Clearly the Jp0c state will have an isospin partner, th
Jp1c , which is expected to have a mass and width sim
to those of theJp0c . We have found evidence for such
state decaying intoJ0cp
1.
The data presented here were taken by the CLEO II
tector operating at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring. T
sample used in this analysis corresponds to an integr
luminosity of4.1 fb21 from data taken on theYs4Sd reso-
nance and in the continuum at energies just above
below theYs4Sd. The CLEO II detector is describe
elsewhere [2]. We detected charged tracks with a cylind
cal drift chamber system inside a solenoidal magnet,
we detected photons using an electromagnetic calori
ter consisting of 7800 cesium iodide crystals. The ana
sis procedure is similar to that of our previous paper [
However, here we include an augmented data set.
We report the observation of a new particle decayi
into J0cp
1, where theJ0c charmed baryons were ob
served decaying into eitherJ2p1, V2K1, J2p1p0, or
J0p1p2. The hyperons were observed by their deca
J2 ! Lp2, V2 ! LK2, J2 ! Lp2, and J0 !
Lp0. (Charge conjugate modes are implicit throughou
These decay modes of theJ0c were chosen because the
have the most significant signals. The first two of the
decay modes were first observed by the CLEO 1.5
periment [3,4]. A planned CLEO publication will deta
branching ratio measurements of all four of theJ0c decay
modes.
The procedure for findingL, J0, andJ2 candidates has
been presented elsewhere [1]. TheV2 candidates were se
lected with a procedure similar to that used forJ2 candi-
dates. Both kaon tracks in the decayJ0c ! V
2K1 were
required to be consistent with the kaon hypothesis us
specific ionization measurements in the drift chamber, a
when present, time-of-flight measurements.
In order to selectJ0c candidates, the hyperons were com
bined with the remaining charged and neutral tracks
the event. Thep0 candidates were made by combinin
two clusters of energy deposited in the CsI calorimet
To suppress background in theJ0c ! J
2p1p0 mode,
we required that thep0 candidates have a momentu
greater than300 MeVyc. Similarly, bothp mesons from
theJ0c ! J
0p1p2 decay are required to have momen
greater than300 MeVyc. To illustrate the good signa
to noise ratio of theJ0c signals, we reduce the comb
natorial background, which is worse forJ0c candidates






















xp ­ pypmax., p is the momentum of the charmed baryo
pmax ­
q
E2beam 2 M2, and Ebeam is the beam energy
The invariant mass spectra after this cut are shown
Fig. 1. For the fits, which are overlaid on these figures,
signals are parametrized by Gaussians with fixed wid
(s ­ 10 MeVyc2, s ­ 5 MeVyc2, s ­ 13 MeVyc2,
ands ­ 7.5 MeVyc2, respectively), together with a poly
nomial background function. They show yields of106 6
13, 14 6 4, 118 6 18, and48 6 12 events. These widths
were determined using aGEANT based Monte Carlo sim-
ulation of the detector [5]. Combinations within2.5s of
the mass of theJ0c in each decay mode are taken asJ
0
c
candidates. Thexp cut used in Fig. 1 was released befo
continuing with the analysis; we prefer to apply anxp cut
only on theJ0cp
1 combinations.
The J0c candidates defined above were then combin
with each remainingp1 track in the event, and the
mass differenceMsJ0cp1d 2 MsJ0cd was calculated. We
then placed anxp . 0.5 cut on theJ0cp
1 combination.
FIG. 1. Invariant mass spectra for (a)J2p1, (b) V2K1, (c)
J2p1p0, and (d)J0p1p2 combinations, all withxp . 0.5.
ClearJ0c peaks are seen in all modes.811




























ofCharmed baryons produced from decays ofB mesons
are kinematically limited toxp , 0.4, so this cut rejects
those candidates, leaving only those produced bye1e2
annihilation into cc jets, which are known to have
hard momentum spectrum. The mass difference spect
shown in Fig. 2, shows a clear peak at around174 MeVyc.
We fit this mass spectrum to the sum of a Chebych
polynomial with threshold suppression, and a Breit-Wign
convoluted with a Gaussian resolution function (s ­
1.6 MeVyc2, calculated by Monte Carlo studies). Th
fit yields a signal area of34.218.927.9 combinations, a mean
mass difference of174.3 6 0.5 MeVyc2, and an intrinsic
width, G ­ 0.711.220.7 MeVyc2, where the errors shown ar
statistical errors only. Considering systematic errors d
to the fitting procedures and to energy-loss corrections
charged tracks, we find a mass difference for this n
state of174.3 6 0.5 6 1.0 MeVyc2. The measuremen
of the width is consistent with zero, so we present a 9
confidence level upper limit ofG , 3.1 MeVyc2.
Figures 3(a)–3(d) show the same mass difference
presented in Fig. 2, but separated into combinati
involving the four J0c decay chains separately. In th
fits overlayed on these histograms, the mass and w
of the signal were constrained to the values found by
fit to Fig. 2. The number of events in the peaks are fou
to be 12.0 6 4.0 events for Fig. 3(a),1.8 6 1.4 events
for Fig. 3(b),14.7 6 4.8 for Fig. 3(c), and6.9 6 3.1 for
Fig. 3(d).
We identify this new state as theJp1c . Taking the mass
difference above and adding theJ0c mass of2470.3 6
1.8 MeVyc2 [6], we obtain aJp1c mass of2644.6 6
2.3 MeVyc2. The model predictions for this state a
in the range 2620 to2690 MeVyc2 [7–11]. This mea-
FIG. 2. The spectrum of the mass differenceMsJ0cp1d 2











sured mass is very similar to that found for theJp1c
[1], as is expected for isospin partners. The isos
splitting MsJp0c d 2 MsJp1c d is found to be3.9 6 0.8 6
1.0 2 fMsJ0cd 2 MsJ1c dg MeVyc2. Here the dominat-
ing systematic uncertainty is due to differences in the c
tral value of the masses that are obtained using differ
signal and background functions. Using a value [6]
5.2 6 2.2 MeVyc2 for MsJ0cd 2 MsJ1c d MeVyc2 gives
MsJp0c d 2 MsJp1c d ­ 21.3 6 2.6 MeVyc2. As noted
in our previous publication, the identification of thes
states as theJ ­ 32
1 Jpc states is due to the value of th
mass difference with respect to theJc, and we have no
other way of differentiating them from theJ ­ 12
1 J0c
states.
In order to study the fragmentation function we divid
the data into bins ofxp, determine the yields in eac
bin, and correct the yields using efficiencies obtain
from Monte Carlo efficiencies. Figure 4 showsdNydxp ,
and the overlayed fit which is of the Peterson [12] for
of dNydxp ~ x21p f1 2 1yxp 2 eys1 2 xpdg22. The fit
gives a value ofe ­ 0.2410.2220.10, which is very similar
to that measured for theJp0c . In order to calculate the
number of J0c baryons that are the decay products
FIG. 3. The spectrum of the mass differenceMsJ0cp1d 2
MsJ0cd for (a) only J0c ! J2p1, (b) only J0c ! V2K1, (c)
only J0c ! J
2p1p0, and (d) onlyJ0c ! J
0p1p2. The fits
are described in the text.



















t.FIG. 4. The efficiency corrected spectrum of scaled mom
tum, xp , for the observedJp1c candidates. The fit is to the
Peterson function.
Jp1c decays, we need to extrapolate the yield ofJ
p1
c and
J0c baryons down toxp ­ 0. As it is expected that the
isospin partners will have very similar momentum spect
we use a fragmentation shape for theJp1c which is the
average of that obtained above and that of our previ
measurement ofJp0c . Similarly, for the extrapolation for
J0c, we use a value ofe ­ 0.23
10.06
20.05 6 0.03 which we
have measured forJ1c production as this is the mos
accurate measurement of the fragmentation function
a Jc state [13]. We calculate thats17 6 51423d of J0c
baryons are produced fromJp1c decays. The dominating
systematic uncertainty is due to the extrapolation of
spectra down toxp ­ 0.
In conclusion, we have observed a narrowsG ,








1. The mass differenceMsJp1c d 2
MsJ0cd is measured to be174.3 6 0.5 6 1.0 MeVyc2.
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